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eCommerce Touchpoints

1. Add an item to cart 
2. Adjust the number of items  
3. Update the cart 
4. Check shipping availability 
5. Check shipping options/costs 
6. Check tax costs 
7. Check price in local currency 
8. Check delivery times 
9. Check the refund policy 
10. Check “best price” guarantee 
11. Check if tax-refundable  
12. Check coupon codes  
13. Check payment options 

14. Review technical concerns 
15. Choose guest checkout 
16. Choose fast checkout / PayPal 
17. Type in email and verify it 
18. Recover/set up password, sign in 
19. Type in shipping address 
20. Sigh at the country selector 
21. Set billing to shipping address 
22. Select a shipping option 
23. Get confused about new price 
24. Review order, edit input 
25. Opt-out of email subscription 
26. Complete the payment
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27. Sigh at an authorization failure 
28. Try other payment methods 
29. Abandon the shopping cart 
30. Receive a cart recovery email 
31. Return; try to purchase again

32. Delight at the “success” page 
33. Receive a confirmation email 
34. Wonder about the invoice PDF  
35. Log in to download the invoice 
36. Cross fingers and hope for the best



69,23%
an average documented online shopping cart 
abandonment rate in eCommerce retailers.

Baymard Institute, "Cart Abandonment Rate Statistics”, 2017. http://baymard.com/lists/cart-abandonment-rate

http://baymard.com/lists/cart-abandonment-rate




Statista, “Reasons For Online Shopping Cart Abandonment, 2015 
http://www.statista.com/statistics/232285/reasons-for-online-shopping-cart-abandonment/

http://www.statista.com/statistics/232285/reasons-for-online-shopping-cart-abandonment/




Checkout Benchmark Analysis
To accompany the usability test sessions we’ve also benchmarked the checkout fows of 50

top grossing US e-commerce sites across all 134 guidelines in this report, each on a 7

point scale. ais has resulted in a benchmark database with 6,400 checkout elements

manually reviewed and scored, across 380 diberent checkout steps.

Before diving into the 134 guidelines, which constitute the majority of this report, we’ll

erst provide an analysis of this benchmark dataset, which obers up a clear picture of the

general state of checkout UX, and identiees common checkout design faws, as well as

strategic oversights and opportunities.

For this analysis we’ve summarized the checkout usability scores across the 18 sub-

chapters in this report, and plotted the 50 benchmarked checkout fows across these in

the scatterplot above. Each dot therefore represents the summarized UX score of one site

The dots are color-coded in accordance with their usability performance, with red dots
indicating “poor” usability, yellow representing “acceptable”, and green “good”. The site
average is denoted with a back circle. (Tip: You can browse an interactive version of this
scatterplot in your Baymard Pro  account.)

Checkout Usability Checkout Benchmark Analysis Page 15 of 718

Licensed to Vitaly Freidman (ylativ@gmail.com)



GoodUI Evidence. http://goodui.org/evidence/
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69,23%

Baymard Institute, "Cart Abandonment Rate Statistics”, May 2015. http://baymard.com/lists/cart-abandonment-rate

• Main reasons for shopping cart abandonment:

• Hidden costs (33%) incl. shipping, tax, fees, data,
• Forced account creation (23%),
• Credit card trust (18%),
• Complicated checkout process (18%),
• Payment methods (7%).

http://baymard.com/lists/cart-abandonment-rate


Online shopping is like offline 
shopping. People come to a 
website, browse around and then 
leave, and then come back again, 
and then maybe buy.

We Do Window 
Shopping Online
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Shopping cart is often used as a 
temporary comparison tool. We 
add items and interest without an 
intention to buy them all. Then 
review and potentially buy.

We Do Window 
Shopping Online



They are in-between, tired, 
stressed or hungry—and wishing 
for instant gratification. Rates 
depend on time of the day/week, 
motivation and cognitive effort.

Customers Are 
Often Distracted



Often in-between, tired, stressed, 
busy, hungry—wishing for instant 
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Humans are using our stuff while 
they are doing something else. 
More often than not, that else is 
way more exciting or interesting.

Customers Are 
Often Distracted



eCommerce UX often seen as 
"fragile”. Customers are afraid of 
re-typing, especially on mobile. 
All interruptions in checkout are 
immediately dismissed. Keeping 
input persistent is crucial.

Customers Don’t 
Trust eCommerce
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eCommerce often seen as 
“hostile”. Customers are 
reluctant to share private data or 
save credit cards, and they don’t 
trust price labels nor any sign of 
human kindness.

Customers Don’t 
Trust eCommerce





























Conversion peaks at noon and at 
8PM (except Fridays). Traffic 
increases around 8PM–9PM. It 
varies depending on the industry.

Prime Times: 
Mondays, 8PM

Workarea, “Trends: When Do People Shop Online?”, Aug 1, 2017.
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Every industry has different 
levels of distraction, motivation, 
impatience  and tiredness. There 
is no bulletproof eCommerce UX.

Every Industry 
Is Different



eCommerce UI heavily depends 
on the kind of products we are 
selling. Some items need more 
time, other items rely on impulse.

Considered vs. 
Non-Considered
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@mrjoe

Vacation
Car

House 

Clothing
Socks 

Shoes 

Bicycle 

Watch 

Anything 
made by 

Apple 

TV 

Refrigerator 

Dishwasher

Washing 
machine 

Dryer 

Batteries

A weekend 
city break hotel 

SD Card 

Flowers 

CDs 

Food 

Groceries

Branded 
Toys 

Anything 
Artisan

Anything 
Vintage

Books 

Digital  
Downloads 

MP3s 

House 
Rental 

DVDs

Small  
electronics

Wine  
& spirits 

Beer Stationary

Anything 
Hand crafted

Car 
InsuranceMortgage

Considered
Non- 

Considered

Twix
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Non- 

Considered

Visits to purchase
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@mrjoeConsidered
Non- 

Considered

- Fun 
- Ask a friend 

- Think about it & come back later 
- Multi-channel 
- Shop around 
- Read around  

- Read product reviews 
- Look at pictures 

Shop by  
QUALITY and SERVICE 

- A chore 
- Just them doing it 

- Get it it done 
- Mono-channel 
- Shop around 

- Read vendor reviews 

Shop by  
PRICE and SHIPPING SPEED 

Behaviours



Images are the most important 
element in the eCommerce UI. 
In general, the larger the images, 
the better the experience.

Customers Focus 
On Visuals
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3840×2160
Native resolution of Ultra HDTV, or 4K (2160p). 

4K screens can serve 8-megapixel images.





5120×2880
Native resolution of Retina 5K iMac (2880p).  

Apple’s default resolution setting is 2560×1440.  
5K screens can serve 14.7-megapixel images.





7680×4320
8K screens can serve 33-megapixel images (4320p).  
A heavily compressed desktop wallpaper is 11.7 MB. 



Thumbs drive most interactions 
on mobile screens. 75% of users 
touch the screen with one thumb. 
We use hands interchangeably.

Thumb-Driven 
Design

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.
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Thumb sweep area is limited, 
but we are good at shifting our 
grip across the back of the phone. 
It also depends on contact patch.

Thumb-Driven 
Design

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.



Thumb sweep area is limited, 
but we are good at shifting our 
grip across the back of the phone. 
It also depends on posture.

Thumb-Driven 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Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.
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People frequently shift their grip, 
for specific types of interactions, 
depending on their task/context. 
36% cradle their device, using a 
second hand for reach or stability.

Grip Changes 
When Needed

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.



The larger a device is, the further 
people hold them away from the 
eyes. We use larger devices when 
sitting down more than phones.

Distance From 
Eyes Varies

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.
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The smaller a device is, the more 
people use it on the move. Larger 
devices are usually residing on 
the desk or on a stand.

Small Devices 
Used On The Move

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.
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Humans rarely hit tap targets 
on mobile, so our designs should 
accommodate for misses with 
generous padding.

Input Is Always 
Imprecise

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.



The further away hit targets are 
from the center, the larger the 
padding should be (7–12mm). We 
prefer to tap around the center.

Central Area 
Matters Most

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.
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The further away hit targets are 
from the center, the larger the 
padding should be (7–12mm). We 
prefer to scroll around the center.

Central Area 
Matters Most

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.





Primary content at the center. 
Secondary actions along the top 
and bottom edges (e.g. as tabs).  
Tertiary functions behind 
menus, in one of the corners.

Design Around  
Priorities

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.
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69,23%

Baymard Institute, "Cart Abandonment Rate Statistics”, May 2015. http://baymard.com/lists/cart-abandonment-rate

• Main reasons for shopping cart abandonment:

• Hidden costs (33%) incl. shipping, tax, fees, data,
• Forced account creation (23%),
• Credit card trust (18%),
• Complicated checkout process (18%),
• Payment methods (7%).

http://baymard.com/lists/cart-abandonment-rate






• Avoid Hidden Costs: Pricing 
Display full or estimated price early on, e.g. in the 
cart — way before entering card data.



• Avoid Hidden Costs: Price Breakdown  
Show full cost granularity and cost descriptions, 
including a detailed shipping breakdown. 









• Determine The Delivery Country Early On  
Helps avoid confusion and simplifies comparing; 
value user’s account settings over IP detection.



• Determine The Delivery Country Early On  
Allow users to select a country before they land in 
the checkout to display final price right away.













• Eliminate All Concerns At Once  
Communicate subtotal, taxes, shipping costs, 
delivery time, fees, charger and total price early.



• Show Price in Shopper’s Local Currency  
Helps avoid confusion and simplifies comparing; 
value user’s account settings over IP detection.



• Show Price in Shopper’s Local Currency  
Helps avoid confusion and simplifies comparing; 
value user’s account settings over IP detection.
Shopify, “Why Online Retails Lose Sales”, http://www.shopify.com/blog/8484093-why-online-retailers-are-losing

http://www.shopify.com/blog/8484093-why-online-retailers-are-losing
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• Avoid Hidden Costs: Choice Parallysis 
Users cannot make an informed decision if either 
speed or cost is missing from the shipping options.



• Avoid Hidden Costs: Stock Availability 
Also, always display “Stock Availability” alongside 
shipping methods to reinforce user’s decision.





• Catch Doubts/Concerns Before They Happen  
Display a price match tool tip when users start 
highlighting an appliance model to copy/paste.







• Prefer “Load more”+ Infinite Scrolling pattern  
“Traditional” pagination is perceived as slow; yet 
endless scrolling is often a usability nightmare.



• Prefer “Load more”+ Infinite Scrolling pattern  
Display 10–30 products on initial page load, use 
endless scrolling to load next 10–30 products.



• Prefer “Load more”+ Infinite Scrolling pattern  
When reaching 50–100 products, switch to the “Load 
more” pattern to actively prompt user to act.



https://www.walmart.com/ip/iRobot-Roomba-801-Robot-Vacuum-w-Manufacturer-s-Warranty/914203107?findingMethod=wpa&tgtp=0&cmp=12399&relRank=1&tax=4044_90548&pt=cp&adgrp=13239&bt=1&plmt=1145x345_B-C-OG_TI_5-20_HL-MID&wpa_qs=itlXn8EqE8lASdS_dUlHbOMpPVlV7svarVnhGKr3k3_1_bZyVBbZUPSN4uHeapwM&bkt=__bkt__&pgid=90548&itemId=914203107&relUUID=42d1fc07-2a31-4766-90ba-673235d3a2d8&adUid=61a9cb45-b4f8-4565-9337-7e2fd6b90f2a&adiuuid=22bf4204-db50-4ca5-bc43-184791cd2e7a&adpgm=wpa&pltfm=desktop


Images are getting a disproportionate 
amount of attention. Customers pinch, 
zoom, and click through carousels. Often, 
all images are reviewed in detail.



Common problem is lack of confidence due 
to missing details. Users look for usual 
suspects — price, shipping options, 
reviews — but also complementary items.



...and so much more:

— material for a kid’s toy 
— spec on region coding for Blu-Ray player 
— internal measure for a camera case 
— fabric on a jacket 
— Wi-Fi / Spotify support of a Hi-Fi system

Common problem is lack of confidence due 
to missing details. Users look for usual 
suspects — price, shipping options, 
reviews — but also complementary items.



— Product page breadcrumbs 
— Product name 
— Product byline 
— Images 
— Image zoom overlay 
— Final price 
— Return policy  
— Shipping options (arrival times) 
— Shipping estimator 
— Countdown for overnight shipping 
— Note on fees and taxes 
— Best-price guarantee  
— Reviews

— Sorting options for reviews  
— Stock availability  
— Quantity selector  
— “Add to cart” / “Buy now” button  
— Technical specs  
— Compatibility 
— FAQ section 
— Secondary details 
— Product variations 
— Supported payment methods 
— “Frequently bought with...” 
— “Alternatively, customers buy...” 
— “Your recently viewed items”
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https://www.walmart.com/ip/iRobot-Roomba-801-Robot-Vacuum-w-Manufacturer-s-Warranty/914203107?findingMethod=wpa&tgtp=0&cmp=12399&relRank=1&tax=4044_90548&pt=cp&adgrp=13239&bt=1&plmt=1145x345_B-C-OG_TI_5-20_HL-MID&wpa_qs=itlXn8EqE8lASdS_dUlHbOMpPVlV7svarVnhGKr3k3_1_bZyVBbZUPSN4uHeapwM&bkt=__bkt__&pgid=90548&itemId=914203107&relUUID=42d1fc07-2a31-4766-90ba-673235d3a2d8&adUid=61a9cb45-b4f8-4565-9337-7e2fd6b90f2a&adiuuid=22bf4204-db50-4ca5-bc43-184791cd2e7a&adpgm=wpa&pltfm=desktop
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• Eliminate all concerns at once  
Show product name, byline, price, images, delivery 
options, reviews, stock availability, return policy, 
technical specs, compatibility, secondary details.



• Eliminate all concerns at once  
Display available variations and “estimate shipping” 
and explain which payment methods you support.



"Online Shopping insights from customer ratings ”, July 2015.  
https://medium.com/@grt1710/online-shopping-insights-from-customer-ratings-in-flipkart-amazon-and-snapdeal-6bd75f1cf8f

https://medium.com/@grt1710/online-shopping-insights-from-customer-ratings-in-flipkart-amazon-and-snapdeal-6bd75f1cf8f


"Online Shopping insights from customer ratings ”, July 2015.  
https://medium.com/@grt1710/online-shopping-insights-from-customer-ratings-in-flipkart-amazon-and-snapdeal-6bd75f1cf8f

https://medium.com/@grt1710/online-shopping-insights-from-customer-ratings-in-flipkart-amazon-and-snapdeal-6bd75f1cf8f




“UX Breakdown of Customer Reviews”, Ravi Teja, http://www.stickermule.com

http://www.stickermule.com
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Various issues: unclear sorting, 
scrolling issues, multiple names/
spellings for the same country 
and breaks the tabbing blow. 
Breaks flow on mobile.

Redesign Country 
Selector
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Over 60% of customers tend to use the 
keyboard “Tab” key to navigate through 
checkout input fields. It’s way faster than 
using the mouse (three times faster).



They stop tabbing when they have to 
revert to their mouse, e.g. when using a 
drop-down or “remote” buttons. Any 
non-standard input is expensive.







Various issues: unclear sorting, 
scrolling issues, multiple names/
spellings for the same country 
and breaks the tabbing blow. 
Breaks flow on mobile.

Redesign Country 
Selector



Auto-complete country selector 
must support typos, synonyms, 
local spellings, country codes, 
smart prioritization. Can be used 
for other geographical areas.

Redesign Country  
Selector

















People trust consumer-facing 
brands.. Adding visual clues with 
SSL/trust seals provides a sense 
of visual robustness. Especially 
for smaller eCommerce sites.

Security Hints 
(Often) Help



Also, add reassuring microcopy, a 
slightly different background, and 
visual grouping of payment items.  
Home-made icons and padlock 
icon might do the trick, too..

Security Hints 
(Often) Help







Users slow down a lot when 
reviewing the order. Consider 
enabling customers to edit or 
cancel their order within a limited 
threshold after the purchase.

Final Payment 
Button



Users worry to hit “pay” button 
before reviewing all details. 
Always state explicitly what the 
next step is. “Continue to review” 
instead of “Pay now”/ “Continue”.

Final Payment 
Button



Users don’t understand why they 
are brought to the start of the 
order when editing their data. 
Inline editing works best, but 
might be tricky to implement.

Inline Editing 
For Input Fields





• Email verification is unnecessary 
60% of users consistently copy/paste their email 
when asked to verify it in the checkout.























• Limit or eliminate password rules 
Users use two kinds of password: secure, and 
medium-secure for everything.





• Link directly to user’s inbox 
Instead of prompting the user to check their email, 
suggest going directly into their inbox.







4
Summary

Big Bang 
Redesign: 
Smashing 
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Relaunch



— show final price early on, incl. fees/taxes, 
— large images matter and are viewed, 
— considered vs. non-considered items, 
— CTA-buttons at the bottom on mobile, 
— lazy load + infinite scroll for category pages,  
— product detail page is dense and detailed, 
— 4.83 stars is the perfect rating to aim for, 
— delay account creation till the end, 
— validate email/pass before/after purchase, 
— allow to edit/cancel order after purchase.

eCommerce UX Guidelines 2018



— storytelling matters, requires art direction, 
— real-time customization in mobile apps,  
— smart data aggregators are getting traction, 
— chatbots help in conversion/decisions, 
— platforms matter and new ones arise, 
— mobile payments with wearables, 
— simple verification via fingerprint/selfie,  
— real-time eCommerce via sensors, 
— unified, omni-channel customer experience.

eCommerce Trends 2018



GoodUI Evidence. http://goodui.org/evidence/

Good UI, www.goodui.org

http://goodui.org/evidence/


Trends, www.10ecommercetrends.com



Baymard, www.baymard.com



Meow!  
@smashingmag


